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genos

When, in December, I offered to download various Genos ‘bits & bobs’ that were
appearing on-line, for Yamaha Club members who either didn’t have access to the
internet or didn’t want the hassle.  I wasn’t prepared for quite such a big response!   

I  don’t  want  us  all  to  get  carried  away  here,  because
Genos  still  accounts  for  only  just  over  10%  of  our
membership  -  but  that  is  a  significant  shift  when  you
think  that  a  model  of  the  Tyros  brand,  which  has  been
around  for  some  fifteen  years,  is  owned  by  65%.    I  was
surprised  by  the  number  of  people  requesting  help  with
the  downloads  because  I  wasn’t  ready  for  such  a
sizeable  jump  towards  Genos  so  quickly.    With  so  many
people  requesting  help  with  the  download,  and  this  is
just  a  gut  feeling  -  it  does  beg  the  question  as  to
whether  the  average  Genos  owner  is  as  comfortable
with  the  technology  surrounding  the  instrument  as  they
are  with  using  the  technology  insidde the  keyboard.

Anyway,  a  side  effect  of  this  is  that  the  phone  at
Yamaha  Club  has  been  busy  throughout  January
dealing  with  calls  concerning  the  change  from  Music
Finder  to  Playlist  and  various  other  software  issues.

Playlist

After spending more time with Genos (which I wouldn’t
swap for anything currently available) I’ve found that
I’m tending to agree with the views of callers who feel
that in the case of Music Finder, Yamaha may have, to
some degree, thrown the baby out with the proverbial
bath water.

Long term readers of our magazine will know that I
have long regarded the Music Finder as the perfect
starting point for anyone sitting at the keyboard for the
first time - because it gives you a list of well known
song titles and provides suitable styles and melody
voices so that you can start playing immediately.  

The user of Music Finder also has the advantage of

being able to arrange all the song titles alphabetically,
or according to time signature or tempo etc., all at the
press of a button.  This is such a wonderful thing for
someone looking for inspirational ideas for an existing
piece of music - or for someone who just wants to play,
for example, a waltz.

The Genos Playlist system does have some distinct
advantages, however, so let’s begin by taking a look at
the new system because the better we understand it
the more useful it will be in our everyday playing.

By now I expect that most, if not all, Genos owners will
have downloaded the Bonus Playlist created by Richard
Bower that we mentioned in the December edition.
This, therefore, seems like a useful place to begin.  

When you have downloaded and unzipped the Bonus
Playlist you’ll have a folder labelled ‘PlaylistForGenos’
and instructions for using the playlist from the USB
stick.  

Members have been contacting me, however, because
they’re finding that, if the USB stick that is used to
transfer the files from the computer to the keyboard is
removed from the keyboard’s USB port, the playlist
stops working (even though they have saved the
playlist to the instrument’s USER area).  Let’s take a
look at this...    

1 Switch the keyboard on and, taking the USB device 
containing the ‘PlaylistForGenos’ folder, insert it into
the port on the front of Genos.

*   As with Tyros the Home (or Main) screen is split into
sections from where most of the frequently used 
areas of the instrument can be accessed.  The 
Regist area is at the top of the screen (fig.1).
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2 Touch anywhere in this area to be taken to the 
Regist Bank page (fig.2)

At the top of the screen ‘Preset’ is highlighted and 
on this page you’ll find the preset registration 
settings that are locked into the instrument and 
cannot be deleted.  These tie up with the song titles 
in the ‘Example’ Playlist that is also provided as part
of the instrument.

3 Highlight ‘User’ (shown with a USB icon) at the top 
of the screen in fig.2 to call up the User page (fig.3).

4 You are transported to the Regist Bank User page 
where the USB device you have connected is also 
shown on the left side of the screen.  If no other 

USB device is connected to your Genos this will be 
shown as USB1.  Press the screen here to select it 
(fig.4).

* For the purpose of this workshop no other USB 
device is connected to the instrument.  If you have 
another one connected to your Genos you will need
to locate the one containing the ‘PlaylistForGenos’ 
file before continuing. 

When you highlight the USB device the folder 
containing ‘PlaylistForGenos’ will be shown on the 
screen (fig.4).  

5 To copy the folder from the USB device to the USER
page press the ‘File’ icon at the top of the screen.

This opens a ‘File Edit’ pop-up menu with various 
editing options.  Select ‘Copy’ (fig.5).

6 Next, press the ‘PlaylistForGenos’ title on the screen
to highlight the folder (fig.6) and press ‘Copy’ again 
- this time at the top right of the screen.  

Fig.1: The Regist area is at the top of the screen

Fig.2: The Regist Bank (Preset) page.

Fig.3: The Regist Bank (User) page.

Fig.4: The Regist Bank (USB) page

Fig.5: The Regist Bank (File Edit) menu

Fig.6: Highlight the folder that you want to copy - then press Copy
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At this point the ‘PlaylistForGenos’ folder and its 
contents are copied to the instrument’s clipboard 
from where they can be copied to other User or 
USB areas.  All you need to do is decide where.

* The Genos keyboard’s User area has a 58Gb 
storage capacity - so there’s plenty of room for 
thousands of registrations and playlists before you’ll
need to start worrying about adding extra.

7 Select ‘User’ at the left of the screen to highlight it 
(fig.7) then press ‘Copy Here’ from the top right.     

The ‘PlaylistForGenos’ folder is copied from the 
USB device to the User page together with its 
contents and this is confirmed when the folder is 
displayed on the screen (fig.8).

Although the folder’s title is ‘PlaylistForGenos’ this is
not yet an actual playlist.  Unlike the Tyros Music 
Finder, which draws its melody voices from the 
sounds stored in the One Touch Settings, the 
Genos Playlist is built from registrations stored in 
the instrument’s Registration Memory. At the 
moment the ‘PlaylistForGenos’ folder contains 
several hundred registrations that we can use - 
either straight from the Registration Bank area, or by
creating a Playlist.

Workshop:  Using  the  Registrations

1 Press the ‘PlaylistForGenos’ folder on the screen to 
open it and display the contents.  Inside are fifteen 
sub-folders, each labelled with the name of a 
different musical style (fig.9).

* Just like Tyros, files and folders are arranged ten to 
a page - with more pages being added as they are 
needed.  In fig.9 the Registration folders are spread 
across two pages and page two can be accessed 
by touching P2 at the bottom of the screen.

2 Pressing the Ballroom folder will open it to display 
the registration files inside (fig.10). 

* You will notice that, as on Tyros/PSR-S etc., the 
registrations are automatically arranged in 
alphabetical order.  In this case each registration is 
labelled with the title of a song. 

3 As the title ‘A Walk In The Black Forest’ is selected 
six of the ten REGISTRATION MEMORY buttons 
(fig.11) light up on the keyboard’s panel.  

Fig.7: Select the User page and press ‘Copy Here’.

Fig.8: The ‘PlaylistForGenos’ folder is copied to the Regist Bank User page

Fig.9: The ‘PlaylistForGenos’ folder opens to show the sub folders inside.

Fig.10: The Ballroom registration files are displayed - over four pages

Fig.11: The REGISTRATION MEMORY buttons (unlit)

genos
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* The REGISTRATION MEMORY buttons on Genos 
are grey when no data is stored in them.  As data is 
loaded into a button it turns blue - and when a 
button is selected it turns orange.  Six blue buttons 
tell you that six registration settings have been 
loaded whilst the four grey buttons remain empty.

4 Pressing button 1 will activate the registration it 
contains and, as the button turns orange, other 
controls on the keyboard will change as the 
registration setting takes effect.  The instrument is 
now set up and ready for you to begin playing the 
song ‘A Walk In The Black Forest’.

5 Again, like its predecessor, Genos can give you 
more information about the registration(s) you have 
chosen.  Pressing the Menu icon at the top of the 
screen displays the following pop-up menu (fig.12). 

6 Select Regist Bank Info from the pop-up menu 
(fig.12) to call up a new page showing the Voice 
content of each of the ten (or six in this case) 
registrations (fig.13). 

Here you can see which sounds are assigned to the

Right1, Right2, Right3 and Left voices.  You can also
see if voices are selected but not switched on in a 
registration (these ‘hidden’ voices are greyed out in 
the display).

In this case the ‘Registration’ column has been used
to offer suggestions for where each registration 
should be used in the song (e.g. Intro, Verse or 
Ending). 

7 By switching to the Regist Bank Info (Style) page 
(fig.14) you’ll find more information about the 
registrations - this time to do with the Style. 

Using the ‘PlaylistForGenos’ registration settings in this
way let’s you see the titles of the registration banks you
have made (or imported) in alphabetical order and
easily find useful information about each registration in
the bank.

Another way to access the registrations is to make a
Playlist of the songs you might want to use in a set
programme...

Workshop:  Creating  a  Playlist

For the purpose of this workshop let’s assume that we
want to make up a playlist of quickstep music from the
registrations in the Ballroom folder.  Page P1 (fig.1) has
two songs that might be suitable - ‘A Walk In The Black
Forest’ and ‘Anything Goes’.  Pages P2-P4 have more
that could be used to make up a medley.

Fig.12: Select Regist Bank Info from the pop-up menu.

Fig.13: The Regist Bank Info (Voice) page.

The registration button number and title - or may be used, as in this case, by the
creator of the registration to offer suggestions as to how it might be used.

These voices are all active and will sound
when the registration is selected.

This ‘hidden’ voice is ready to use - but will not sound until it
is switched on.

Fig.14: The Regist Bank Info (Style) page.

Fig.1: Page P1 has two songs suitable for a Quickstep selection.
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1 Press the PLAYLIST button on the panel.

This calls up the last playlist you were using - or the
‘Example’ playlist if not (fig.3).

2 Now touch the ‘New+’ icon at the top of the screen 
to create a new playlist.

3 A prompt is displayed confirming that you are about
to create a new (blank) playlist (fig.5)  What this also
means is that the current playlist will be erased and 
will be lost if you haven’t saved it.  

* The ‘Example’ playlist will not be lost because it is 
locked into the instrument and appears on the 
Playlist Preset page.  

Any playlists you have created yourself or imported 
into the instrument will be lost if you don’t save 
them before you continue.

4 If you touch ‘Continue’ a new playlist will be 
created (fig.6). 

5 Now we have to find the registration settings we 
want to add to the playlist.  Touch the ‘List’ icon... 
(fig.7) 

...to return to the Registration Bank pages (fig.8).

Fig.2: press the PLAYLIST button

Fig.3: The ‘Example’ Playlist

Fig.4: Touch the ‘New+’ icon.

Fig.5: A prompt asks if you wish to continue.  Touch Cancel or Continue.

Fig.6: A new, clear, playlist is created.  

Fig.7: Touch the ‘List’ icon...  

Fig.8: And return to the Registration Bank pages.
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6 Touch the ‘User’ icon at the top of the screen and 
you’ll be back at the familiar page where your 
‘PlaylistForGenos’ folder is displayed (fig.9)

7 Open the folder, just as we did earlier, to reveal the 
sub-folders in the PlaylistForGenos collection (fig.10).

8 Touch the ‘Ballroom’ folder to open it.  Then touch 
the registration files you want to add to your playlist 
(fig.11).

As you can see I chose ‘A Walk In The Black Forest’
and ‘Anything Goes’ but I also selected ‘Hello Dolly’
and ‘Putting On The Ritz’ from pages P2 and P3 in 
the Ballroom folder.

9 Then touch ‘Add to Playlist’ at the top of the screen.
(fig.12).

The new playlist opens again - to reveal that the four
song titles have been added to the page (fig.13).

10 To select the song title 
you want, use either 
the Data Dial on the 
keyboard’s panel (fig.14)
or the on-screen 
buttons to scroll 
through the list.

11 Then press the ENTER 
button (or touch ‘Load’ 
on the screen).  Fig.15

Fig.9: The Regist Bank (User) page where your ‘PlaylistForGenos’ folder is displayed.

Fig.10: The ‘PlaylistForGenos’ folder opens to show the sub folders inside.

Fig.11: Select the Registration files you want to add to your playlist.

Fig.12: Touch ‘Add to Playlist’

Fig.13: The titles of the selected registrations are added to the playlist.

Fig.15: Press the ENTER button or touch ‘Load’ on the screen to load the selected
registrations into the REGISTRATION MEMORY buttons on the panel.

Fig.14: Data Dial and ENTER button.
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Saving  the  Playlist

Having added as many records (registration files) to
the playlist as required, it’s time to save the playlist and
give it a name so that we can find it again later.
Although this is quite a short list it’s enough for the
purpose of this workshop.  More registrations can be
added to the playlist at a later date if required.

1 Touch the ‘Save’ icon (fig.1).

2 This takes you to the Playlist User page.  Check that
‘User’ is highlighted on the left of the screen (fig.2).

3 Touch ‘Save here’ at the top of the screen (fig.3).

This calls up a qwerty keyboard.  At the moment the

text box shows the current name of the playlist - 
i.e. ‘New Playlist’ (fig. 3).

4 Delete the current name and enter one of your own.
As our playlist today features a selection of songs at
quickstep tempo I named it ‘Quickstep Medley’. 
Then touch ‘OK’ to confirm (fig.4). 

5 The Playlist re-appears with the new title at the top 
of the screen (fig.5).

6 To complete the save process, touch the ‘Save’ icon
again.  You’ll be returned to the Playlist User page 
where you’ll find a file titled ‘Quickstep Medley’ 
ready to load and use whenever you want (fig.6).

Fig.1: Touch the Save icon. 

Fig.2: The Playlist User page.

Fig.2: The Playlist User page.

Fig.3: The qwerty keyboard with ‘New Playlist’ as the current title.

Fig.4: Enter a name that will remind you what the playlist is to be used for.

Fig.5: Enter a name that will remind you what the playlist is to be used for.



Palladio
NNeeww  CCDD  oonn
YYaammaahhaa
GGeennooss
by  Daniel  Watt  FLCM

Available  from
www.danielwatt.com
Price:  £10  +  p/p

My latest recording features the brand new Yamaha
Genos (organ system) and the Yamaha Clavinova
CVP-709.  The fantastic new Genos opens up a
whole new world of musical possibilities. 

I hope you will enjoy listening to ‘Palladio’ as much
as I’ve enjoyed recording it.

Tracks  includde:

1) Autumn Leaves  ;  2) What Now My Love ;  3)
Angel ; 4) Fly Me To the Moon  ;  5) Make You Feel
My Love ; 6) Palladio  ;  7) The One  ;  8) Ave Maria
;  9) Have I Told You lately That I love You  ;  10)
1492 The Conquest Of Paradise ;  11) Annie’s Song
;  12) Can’t Take My Eyes Off You  :  13) Home Away
From Home

All the tracks were recorded on the Genos Organ
System except 9 and 13.
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And finally...

There are many ways you can use the data provided
on the free Bonus Playlist - and many different playlists
you can create from it.  I hope this workshop gives you
some ideas to start out with.  There’s a whole lot more
to learn about the Playlist feature - and it’s only a small
part of the wonderful instrument that is Genos, so stay
with us for some exciting discoveries ahead.

Fig.6: The Quickstep Medley file is safe on the Playlist User page.

Klaus-4-Genos Software
Available  from  
Yamaha  Club  
price  £29.50  ((iinncc..  UUKK  pp//pp))

SSeeee  eenncclloosseedd  MMeemmbbeerrss  OOrrddeerr

FFoorrmm  ffoorr  ddeettaaiillss..

Following on from the
success of Jason
Lee’s ‘Klaus-4-Tyros’
software, he has now
produced ‘Klaus-4-Genos’ which, although similar in
many ways to the Tyros version, adds new
registrations for Registration Memory buttons 9 and
10, together with associated style edits and multi
pads. 

1 Extra Registrations
New registrations for Registration Memory 
buttons 9 and 10 plus ‘One Touch Settings’.

2 Extra styles
Klaus Organ Swing (Registration 9)
Klaus Organ Ballad (Registration 10)

3 ‘Klaus’ type multi pads for the new registrations. 

4 New Genos drum sounds for all the styles used.

5 Comes on laser engraved chrome plated USB key 
stick.

Discover Genos - Free Download
Five  free  playlists  to  download  from  uk.yamaha.com  

1 Home Play
Here you will find the music of different genres: Classic rock, 
music of the 70s, 80s and 90s, from ‘Highway to Hell’ to jazz 
standards like ‘Fly Me To The Moon’.

2 DJ Modern
This playlist provides sounds and styles of the actual EDM 
music: Arpeggio settings, the brand new EDM Multi Pad sets in 
combination with styles, sounds and sophisticated effects.

3 Producer
In the ‘Producer’ playlist you will find many processed audio 
snippets on Multi Pads that you can use for your creative 
process - such as ‘reversed’ drums, rhythmically cut and 
processed vocals and complete audio songs played back using 
the audio linked Multi Pad function of Genos.

4 Singer Songwriter
Genos is a great tool for your creativity. In this playlist you will 
find settings like ‘All 4Chord SONGS of the World/Manual Bass’ 
or settings of the great new Multi Pad concept and arpeggiator. 
This instrument sounds really ‘acoustic’!

5 Stage Performer
This playlist provides epic music like ‘The Game of Thrones’, 
‘Jump’, ‘Final Countdown’ or ‘Whatever You Want’. Here you’ll 
find many useful settings for bands and small ensembles.


